How the Rigged Economy began and operates.

**FACT:** Congress has been marginalized.

### 1993
- Larry Summers, Harvard, World Bank
- Sheryl Sandberg
- Yuri Milner
- Russian privatization vouchers disrupted Soviet restructuring
- Summers gained oligarch access to billions of $$$ in dirty funds

### 2001-2016
- White House–NSA–Silicon Valley “public–private” collusion
- Commercial profit from data was the *quid pro quo* for data shared with NSA
- Wall Street funded IBM Eclipse Foundation member public offerings
- Summers’ dirty Russian offshore funds financed fraudulent valuations
- Stolen social software platform illegally distributed *free* to Eclipse members
- Colluding lawyers & judges infiltrated gov’t agencies & courts to *rig outcomes*
- Bush/Obama were Manchurian Candidates for emerging spy state; *Hillary is heir-apparent*
- Trump & Sanders not in scheme, hence Repub *Establishment revolt* & Dem *primary vote rigging*

### 1993-2001
**Spies, Bankers, Tech**
- Summers, Sandberg exploited Treasury Department as private hedge fund
- 1999: Summers blew up Glass–Steagall bank fraud controls as U.S. Treasury Secretary
- “Too big to fail” banks emerged: Citibank, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo, Barclays, UBS, HSBC, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank
- Banks financed their way into *power* and *control* of all commerce & academia
- IBM, HP, Xerox & Microsoft colluded with gov’t spies, but their client–server technology was unable to scale to the Internet; needed fix

### Attorneys & Judges
- NSA, FBI, CIA, Patent Office, FISA government lawyers & judges concocted immoral justification to collect citizens’ *personal data* without a warrant
- Commercial lawyers exploit data for *revenue*
- Gov’t lawyers exploit data for *power*

### Theft of intellectual properties used to build the data system
- Social networking – Leader Technologies (law client of James P. Chandler)
- Web applications – Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam
- “Like” button – Joannes van Der Meer
- Others (e.g. Paul Ceglia–Zuckerberg contract)
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